COMPUTING AND THE PRACTICE OF HISTORY:  
HILDE DE WEERDT, UNIVERSITY OF LEIDEN  
Computing and the Practice of History explores the possibilities and challenges that come with the use of digital technology in historical and other humanities research. Professor De Weerdt works on imperial Chinese intellectual and political history, while actively utilizing digital tools.  
MONDAY, 4/11, 4:30PM  
EAST ASIAN LIBRARY

THE LIBRARY AND DH: SUPPORT THROUGH COLLABORATION  
This panel will highlight librarian and library staff support of past and present DH projects, including digital publication, database development, geographic information systems (GIS) and electronic literature projects.  
TUESDAY, 4/12, 9:30 - 11:00AM  
180 DOE LIBRARY

DH AS PROCESS: FACULTY ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION  
Faculty roundtable with DH Fellows Lisa Wymore, Rita Lucarelli, and Alex Saum-Pascual. Facilitated by Nicholas de Monchaux.  
WEDNESDAY, 4/13, 3:00 - 4:30PM  
SOCIAL SCIENCE MATRIX, BARROWS HALL

DH FAIRE RECEPTION AND POSTER SESSION  
WEDNESDAY 4/13, 5:00 -7:00PM  
MORRISON LIBRARY